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BACKGROUND INFORMATION AND SUMMARY
The creation of a Master of Engineering (M.Eng.) degree is proposed for the
purpose of developing a parallel degree path to the Master of Science which
accommodates the career goals of working professionals in a variety of engineering and
technical occupations. Such degrees have an advanced professional and managerial
preparation focus rather than the traditional research focus of the Master of Science
programs. As a result, we propose this degree as a means of recognizing the unique
orientation of such professional practice students. Research-oriented students may
continue to seek the Master of Science. Students whose career goals are professional
practice will seek the M.Eng. degree. We believe this degree will especially be useful to
those who are working throughout New Mexico. Through the various distance
education technologies available to faculty, we will be able to offer this coursework-only
degree across the state and potentially worldwide. Thus, practicing engineers and
technical professionals will be able to earn a high-quality master’s degree that we
currently offer regardless of geographic location. Engineering is a continually evolving
discipline. Thus, we anticipate that many non-traditional students will seek to earn this
degree as a result of their need for continuing professional education. We also
emphasize that we will be positioned to serve many NMSU Engineering alumni whose
career path takes them away from the Las Cruces area.
This proposal defines the structure of the M.Eng degree and the various degree
areas. It is based on the existing programs offered under the Master of Science as nonthesis degrees. We expect to begin offering this degree to those admitted for Fall 2016
and beyond. Departments may phase in the degree thereafter.
Additional rationale for creation of this degree is provided by the profession. A
market for graduate education is created through advances in the profession. For some
time, there have been discussions regarding the need for professional engineers to
seek advanced education. The National Society of Professional Engineers
recommends 30 credits past the bachelor’s degree requirement for professional license
registration. Thus, students who graduate with bachelor’s degrees in engineering and
have earned Engineer-In-Training status will need to complete this requirement. This
recommendation (originally proposed by the American Society of Civil Engineers) of the
master’s degree or 30 graduate credits will most likely be the minimum education
requirement for the professional license. Thus, we position the College of Engineering
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to address this need and provide students with advanced education without the need to
leave their employment or relocate.
The existing resources, faculty and collaborative relationships offer a strong
foundation for the creation of a M.Eng. program across the College of Engineering. The
study conducted by Education Advisory Board provides extensive rationale for this
program. It is included in appendix 4 to this proposal. This proposal does not request
new resources for creation of this degree. It does, however, present an alternative
additional funding model that leads to marketing and acquiring additional students. This
funding model will be used to manage the additional teaching and administrative loads
created by offering additional sections. Approval of the degree Master of Engineering is
requested to support the academic growth needs of the College of Engineering to meet
the needs of the market. Approval of the budget strategy discussed in this proposal will
result in growth opportunities for NMSU as we serve the needs of engineers and
technical professionals.

A.PURPOSE OF THE PROGRAM
1. Primary purposes

The primary objectives in establishing the M.Eng. are the following:
-To meet the needs of employers in New Mexico by providing advanced training for
engineering professionals and technical managers in the areas offered by the College of
Engineering.
-To train students for careers in engineering practice.
- To meet the needs of the profession--The National Society of Professional Engineers
recommends 30 credits past the bachelor’s degree requirement for professional license
registration—again an argument for easily-available advanced education. This
recommendation is supported by the American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) as the
master’s degree or 30 graduate credits will most likely be the minimum education
representing the “Body of Knowledge” in the requirement for the professional licensure
in engineering in 2025. A "Body of Knowledge" is defined by ASCE as having a broad
knowledge base and combination of skills to practice successfully as a professional
engineer. This knowledge and these skills may be found in the publication Civil
Engineering Body of Knowledge for the 21st Century, Second Edition.
-create a degree that may be offered through distance learning technologies thus
serving working professionals who need access while continuing their careers.
-To promote interdisciplinary collaboration among faculty from different departments.
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2. Consistency with Role and Scope of NMSU

The development of the Master of Engineering degree is consistent with the land
grant role and mission of New Mexico State University. As a Hispanic-serving and
Research-Extensive university, NMSU serves “the educational needs of New Mexico’s
diverse population through comprehensive programs of education, research, extension
education and public service.”
The program will contribute to the Mission of the College of Engineering by
creating a mechanism for access for working professionals throughout the state.
Through developing the professional practice orientation of the degree, we enable those
who are not seeking a research career to earn a master’s degree that recognizes the
more common circumstances of working as an engineer and manager.

3. Institutional Priority of the Proposed Program

The College of Engineering supports the land-grant mission of NMSU through its
focus on teaching, research and service in various areas of engineering. The Master of
Engineering program will create professional development opportunities for New
Mexicans who work in the various fields that will be addressed through development of
this program. We consider expansion of our graduate offerings to new audiences to be
a priority and a relevant component of NMSU’s strategic plan Vision 2020 in Goals 1
(Academics) and 4 (Economic Development.

4. Curriculum for the Proposed Program

We plan to label the coursework only degrees as the Master of Engineering. The typical
curriculum will consist of 30 credits in which a concentration in a department is taken for
a total of 15-18 credits and 12-15 credits are taken from electives as determined by
department faculty. For example, an M.Eng. with a major in Industrial Engineering
might be:
In Department:

Electives:

IE
IE
IE

EE
461
MGT 503
MGT 591

522
533
534

Queuing Systems
Linear Programming
Nonlinear Programming

Systems Engineering
Organizational Behavior
Entrepreneurship
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IE
IE

535
563

Discrete Optimization
Topics in Engin. Admin

EE
460
BCIS 502

Satellite Systems
Business Information Systems

B. JUSTIFICATION FOR THE PROGRAM
1.Need
This proposal addresses a split of our existing Master of Science programs into a
Master of Engineering professional degree and a research-oriented (with thesis) Master
of Science degree. Through creating the Master of Engineering degree, we position the
College of Engineering to become a regional provider of our high-quality graduate
education to working professionals who have need of advanced education while
needing to maintain their current employment. Such students have limited interest in
research-oriented careers but can benefit from advanced education. Thus, we believe
we will better accommodate their education needs while maintaining appropriate
research experiences for on-campus Master of Science thesis students. An existing
example of this is the Industrial Engineering program which graduates 40-45 MS
students a year. Almost all are non-thesis students. Each department in the College
will be able to address the creation of an independent Master of Engineering program to
meet the unique needs of their constituents and stakeholders. Departments such as
Engineering Technology and Surveying Engineering or the Department of Physics’s
Engineering Physics option may pursue approval of new graduate options through
NMSU’s normal approval process as the degree title will exist.

Student Interest
Student interest in distance-based offerings is significant. Experience with the Industrial
Engineering graduate program indicates that students will market the program for us.
Attached is a report of potential market demand that was performed by Education
Advisory Board.

2. Duplication
A program of this type exists at a number of universities around the USA. No university
in the region offers such a program. We note that existing courses will be reformatted
for distance delivery at the start of the program used to award this new degree.
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C. CLIENTELE AND PROJECTED ENROLLMENT
1. Clientele

a) We anticipate interest in our M.Eng. program from:
-undergraduates seeking advanced education leading toward professional practice and
eventual professional engineering licensure.
-regional working professionals who seek to update their skills or obtain additional
knowledge .
b) Admission qualifications
-Students will be admitted based on policies as currently exist in the various
departments. Typical admissions qualifications are a Bachelor’s level degree in the
engineering field or closely related field. Applicants will select the M. Eng. or M.S.
degree option based on their interests at the time of application and will be evaluated for
admissions under the same requirements. Departments will establish appropriate
standards and guidance regarding degree program selection and opportunities to switch
from one degree to the other.
c) Equitable (ethnic) representation – consistent with state goals; assure access and
success of underrepresented.
NMSU, designated as a Hispanic-serving institution, is favorably noted for its inclusion
and commitment to the Hispanic population that makes up a dominant percentage of
the state’s population. The university is highly ranked by professional engineering
Hispanic entities such as the Society of Hispanic Professional Engineers. We will rely
on this reputation as represented in pertinent recruitment venues to assure access to
Hispanic and all other minorities.

2. Projected Enrollment and Student Credit Hours Generated

At the start of this program Industrial Engineering and Electrical and Computer
Engineering will offer the M. Eng. to current and future students immediately. These
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two departments have existing distance programs. The other departments in the
College of Engineering will develop implementation strategies and phase their programs
in over the next several years.
An alternative model has been developed that assumes an amount of funding will
be provided to increase the marketability of this program. This model is presented
below and shows that additional enrollment over the existing master’s level enrollment
of the college can be achieved through offering more distance sections, better
instructional design and a more aggressive marketing effort.
The current typical enrollment of MS students in the College of Engineering is
about 300 students. A projected enrollment increase illustration for the first five years of
the program is indicated in the chart below:

Enrollment
Year

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Total
Increased
Head

25

30

30

35

40

45

300

360

360

420

480

540

Count
Number of
Student
Hours
Generated

D. INSTITUTIONAL READINESS
1. Teaching faculty

Our proposal draws on the existing graduate faculty of the College of Engineering.
Additional adjunct or tenure-track faculty will be required in each concentration once the
enrollment for that major exceeds approximately 25 additional students.
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2. Sufficient library and other academic supports

The Library underwent a thorough review of materials as part of the ABET accreditation
in 2012 and deemed the collection adequate to support teaching and research at that
time. As no new courses are anticipated with the new M. Eng. Program, existing
resources are sufficient. While many of the M. Eng. Program students will be distance
students, the library already makes provisions for this population. However, the Library
is concerned that if any further reductions in serials subscriptions become necessary,
their ability to provide support to all engineering students will be compromised. Please
see Appendix 5.
3. Physical facilities adequate for the first 5 years

No physical facilities will be added as the classes already are offered.

4. Equipment and technological resources

Equipment and classrooms are available for the start of the program.

5. Other operating resources (such as clerical support) adequate to initiate the program

Clerical support will be required to serve our on-line M.Eng students. Costs will
be assumed by the College of Engineering until program revenue is sufficient.

E. PROJECTED COSTS OF THE PROGRAM
1. New Costs for Program Start-Up

The next page displays a time-phased start up model for full implementation of
our program. We can start the program without funding but full implementation will
require additional funds to support faculty preparation time, graduate assistant support,
additional course offerings, marketing and administration.

Budget Justification:

This program is proposed to earn a revenue split of 75% of tuition to support the
program and 25% to NMSU administration. In doing so, we plan to support some of the
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administrative costs through existing college budgets until such time as program
revenue grows to support those activities.
The Quality Matters protocol will be applied to all courses taught through this
program for which a revenue split is sought.

1. Program Director: Responsible for all management, coordination and marketing of
distance and part-time efforts for the college. Costs borne by College until program
meets revenue support goal.
2. Admin support: Hire a .50 FTE Administrative Assistant (plus fringe benefits) to assist
in program delivery, administration, applications, and outreach. Grow to full-time (1.0).
Costs borne by College until program meets revenue support goal.
3. Instructional designers: Start with one instructional designer to assist faculty in
designing courses for distance delivery. Housed in Engineering, instructional designers
will coordinate activities with Online Course Improvement Program personnel to insure
courses meet best practices such as "Quality Matters." Fringe included in fringe total
row. Costs borne by College until program meets revenue support goal.
4. Graduate Assistants: Assist program faculty with grading as appropriate under NMSU
policies and administration. Start at 4.0 .5 FTE (20 hours per week) and grow. Estimate
$10K/semester plus fringe benefits.
5. Faculty: Budget for adjunct and supplemental or summer compensation. Fringe (.17)
included in fringe total row.
6. Fringe Benefits: as stated by line totaled across the column in #6. Fringe benefits
were calculated based on established fringe rates of .35 for full-time personnel, .202 for
summer and adjunct hires and .08 for graduate assistants.
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Master of Engineering: Revenue versus Planned Expenses

First, estimate gross revenue per class:

Students
1
10
20
30
40
50

0 $ per credit

Course
Per Credit
Del Fee
$
227.10 $
$
227.10 $
$
227.10 $
$
227.10 $
$
227.10 $
$
227.10 $

35.00
35.00
35.00
35.00
35.00
35.00

Per
Per Class
3-credits
Revenue
$
786.30 $
786.30
$
786.30 $
7,863.00
$
908.70 $ 18,174.00
$
908.70 $ 27,261.00
$
908.70 $ 36,348.00
$
908.70 $ 45,435.00

75%
College
$
510.98
$
5,109.75
$ 10,219.50
$ 15,329.25
$ 20,439.00
$ 25,548.75

25%
Admin
$ 275.33
$ 2,753.25
$ 5,506.50
$ 8,259.75
$ 11,013.00
$ 13,766.25

CDF
$
$
$
$
$
$

$15.50
46.50
465.00
930.00
1,395.00
1,860.00
2,325.00

Add a fee (100% to CoE) of $ per credit
0.75
0.25
College
Admin
$ 510.98 $ 275.33
$ 5,109.75 $ 2,753.25
$ 10,219.50 $ 5,506.50
$ 15,329.25 $ 8,259.75
$ 20,439.00 $ 11,013.00
$ 25,548.75 $ 13,766.25

Five Year Budget: Master of Engineering Rollout

1.Program Director
2.Admin Support
3.Instructional design
4.Graduate Assistant
5.Faculty
6. Fringe Benefits Cost
Total

2015-6
2016-7
2017-8
2018-9
2019-20
2020-21
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$ 80,000.00 $ 80,000.00 $ 80,000.00 $ 90,000.00 $ 90,000.00 $ 100,000.00
$ 60,000.00 $ 90,000.00 $ 120,000.00 $ 120,000.00 $ 150,000.00 $ 150,000.00
$ 12,760.00 $ 18,820.00 $ 24,880.00 $ 24,960.00 $ 31,020.00 $ 31,100.00
$ 152,760.00

$ 188,820.00

$ 224,880.00

$ 234,960.00

$ 271,020.00

Assume all administrative and design costs are covered by existing Distance education budget; compensate with any overage.
Assume Quality Matters training costs are assumed by college and departments.
Graduate assistants at $ 10K per semester per 20 hour (.5FTE)
Assume approximately 50% of sections are taught in-load without adding grad assistants.
Uses 35% for 1-3, 0.8% for 4 and 20.2% for 5

$ 281,100.00

Budget Justification is included in Master of Engineering Proposal Edit 7, revised October 2015.

CoE
CoE

Number of Sections
12
18
24
24
30
30
Assume average size of a section =
20
Revenue
$ 133,794.00 $ 200,691.00 $ 267,588.00 $ 267,588.00 $ 334,485.00 $ 334,485.00
Expenses
$ 152,760.00 $ 188,820.00 $ 224,880.00 $ 234,960.00 $ 271,020.00 $ 281,100.00
Net Revenue

$

(18,966.00) $

11,871.00

$

42,708.00

$

32,628.00

$

63,465.00

$

53,385.00

Any positive balance is used to support budget items supported by College.
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F. QUALITY OF THE PROGRAM
1. Graduate Program Plan

Admissions policies will be consistent with existing departmental admissions policies in
that students must be qualified to take graduate-level engineering courses. We
anticipate that admissions will be less restrictive as students will be evaluated without
evaluating research potential and fit.
Students will be admitted on a rolling basis to start Fall, Spring or Summer.
Outcomes Assessment

This program will comply with the principles of academic quality delineated as
part of the NMHED’s regulation on instructional funding. The program will evaluate
student performance, advise students regarding curricular matters, and monitor
student’s progress to foster their success in achieving degree requirements and
program outcomes. The faculty will ensure that the program curriculum devotes
adequate attention and time to each component, consistent with the outcomes and
objectives of the program and institution. The program will provide both technical
content and breadth in engineering management and systems engineering. If this
proposal is approved, the department will assure that the faculty will be of sufficient
number and will have the competencies to cover all of the curricular areas of the
program. Sufficient faculty are currently available to accommodate adequate levels of
student-faculty interaction, student advising and counseling, faculty participation in
university service activities, professional development, and interactions with industrial
and professional practitioners, as well as employers of students. The program faculty
will have appropriate qualifications and are typically full-time faculty who are members
of the NMSU Graduate Faculty. As always, they will have sufficient authority to ensure
the proper guidance of the program and to develop and implement processes for the
evaluation, assessment, and continuing improvement of the program. The overall
competence of the faculty may be judged by such factors as education through the
doctorate, diversity of backgrounds, engineering experience, teaching effectiveness and
experience, ability to communicate, enthusiasm for developing more effective programs,
level of scholarship, participation in professional societies, and licensure as Professional
Engineers and/or Professional Land Surveyors. Computing and information
infrastructures will be in place to support distance delivery. Institutional support,
financial resources, and constructive leadership will assure the quality and continuity of
the program. Resources will be sufficient to attract, retain, and provide for the continued
professional development of a well-qualified faculty. Resources will be sufficient to
acquire, maintain, and operate equipment appropriate for the program. In addition,
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support personnel and institutional services will be adequate to meet program needs.
Metrics to assure this quality include placement into faculty positions and placement into
leadership positions within the private and public sectors.

Program Administration

Administration of the Master of Engineering program will be through the individual
departments of the College of Engineering under the supervision of the Associate Dean
for Academics. The department will be responsible for implementing and administering
the program based on the standards set forth above. In addition to advising, counseling,
assessment, curriculum development and quality, and equipment procurement, the
department will be responsible for all informational and advertisement documents.

2. Course Requirements

The entering student will be admitted by one of the departments of the College of
Engineering. The student will be advised by regular graduate faculty and select from
well-developed, existing curricula.

Courses from department of choice

15-21 credits

Electives as acceptable by program

12-15 credits
Total

30-33 credits

3. Advising

A graduate faculty member adviser will be assigned to each entering student.
Policies as currently employed by the individual departments will apply on advising.
Again, we anticipate most students will select the Master of Engineering option. Each
department will set its graduate program criteria for students entering the MS or M. Eng
program and any criteria regarding a choice to switch degree options.
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4. Existing Courses at NMSU to satisfy coursework for the M. Eng.:

The Graduate Catalog currently lists the existing courses toward each of the
Master of Science degree that can be taken toward the Master of Engineering. We
anticipate that any new courses developed will apply toward either degree. In the
appendix, the current offerings are listed for reference.
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Appendix 1 Graduate Catalog

The NMSU Graduate Catalog section “College of Engineering” is incorporated by
reference. http://nmsu.smartcatalogiq.com/en/2015-2016/Graduate-Catalog/College-ofEngineering
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Appendix 2 Letters of Support
Letters of support from the various departments are included within this section.

September	
  9,	
  2015	
  
	
  
Dr.	
  Edward	
  Pines	
  
Department	
  of	
  Industrial	
  Engineering	
  
Box	
  30001/MSC	
  4230	
  
New	
  Mexico	
  State	
  University	
  
Las	
  Cruces,	
  New	
  Mexico	
  88003	
  
	
  
Dear	
  Dr.	
  Pines,	
  
On	
  behalf	
  of	
  the	
  New	
  Mexico	
  State	
  University	
  Chemical	
  &	
  Materials	
  Engineering	
  
Department,	
  I	
  am	
  writing	
  to	
  express	
  support	
  for	
  your	
  proposal	
  to	
  create	
  a	
  Master	
  of	
  
Engineering	
  degree.	
  	
  This	
  proposed	
  degree	
  will	
  enable	
  the	
  Chemical	
  &	
  Materials	
  
Engineering	
  program	
  to	
  reach	
  a	
  wider	
  audience	
  of	
  professionals	
  by	
  providing	
  a	
  
practice-‐oriented	
  graduate	
  program.	
  
The	
  Chemical	
  &	
  Materials	
  Engineering	
  faculty	
  believe	
  that	
  the	
  availability	
  of	
  such	
  a	
  
degree	
  will	
  benefit	
  our	
  students	
  in	
  their	
  professional	
  development	
  as	
  well	
  as	
  
provide	
  new	
  opportunities	
  for	
  practicing	
  engineers.	
  	
  Alumni	
  of	
  the	
  department	
  have	
  
explicitly	
  requested	
  such	
  a	
  program,	
  currently	
  are	
  finding	
  such	
  opportunities	
  
elsewhere.	
  
The	
  Chemical	
  &	
  Materials	
  Engineering	
  Department	
  offered	
  CHME	
  102	
  in	
  an	
  online	
  
format	
  during	
  the	
  summer	
  2015	
  and	
  anticipates	
  increasing	
  the	
  frequency	
  of	
  such	
  
offerings	
  upon	
  completion	
  of	
  the	
  Jett	
  Hall	
  renovation.	
  
This	
  proposed	
  program	
  will	
  permit	
  the	
  Chemical	
  &	
  Materials	
  Engineering	
  
Department	
  at	
  NMSU	
  to	
  provide	
  continuing	
  education	
  opportunities	
  to	
  alumni	
  and	
  
practicing	
  engineers	
  located	
  beyond	
  the	
  bounds	
  of	
  the	
  NMSU	
  campus,	
  thus	
  
permitting	
  the	
  department	
  to	
  increase	
  the	
  number	
  of	
  engineers	
  trained	
  in	
  the	
  
program	
  without	
  a	
  significant	
  increase	
  in	
  resources.	
  
Sincerely,	
  

	
  
David	
  A.	
  Rockstraw,	
  Ph.	
  D.,	
  P.	
  E.	
  
Robert	
  Davis	
  Distinguished	
  Professor	
  
NMSU	
  Distinguished	
  Achievement	
  Professor	
  	
  
	
  	
  	
  and	
  Academic	
  Department	
  Head	
  
Department	
  of	
  Chemical	
  &	
  Materials	
  Engineering	
  
New	
  Mexico	
  State	
  University	
  
Box	
  30001	
  MSC	
  3805	
  
South	
  Horseshoe	
  Oval,	
  JH	
  259	
  
Las	
  Cruces,	
  New	
  Mexico	
  88003	
  

September 25, 2015
Dr. Edward Pines
New Mexico State University
Department of Industrial Engineering
Box 30001 / MSC 4230
Las Cruces, NM 88003
Dear Dr. Pines:
I write on behalf of the Department of Civil Engineering to support your proposal to establish a Master of
Engineering degree. Such a degree will enable us to serve a diverse group of professionals by providing a
practice-oriented graduate curriculum. I believe that this degree could benefit our students in their
professional development and provide new opportunities for practicing engineers.
Sincerely,

David V. Jáuregui, PhD, PE
Foreman Professor and Head
NMSU Department of Civil Engineering

New Mexico State University
Dept. of Engineering Technology and Survey Engineering
PO Box 30001, MSC 3566
Las Cruces, NM 88003-8001
Wednesday, October 21, 2015

To: Dr. Edward Pines
On behalf of the Department of Engineering Technology and Surveying Engineering, I
write to express our support for your proposal to create a Master of Engineering degree.
Such a degree will enable us to serve a wider audience of students and professionals by
providing a graduate level engineering program which will enhance their skill sets and
employment opportunities. We anticipate that our department could begin offering online
graduate level coursework to support this degree in 2016.
We believe that this opportunity will further contribute to the success of the Department
of Engineering Technology and Surveying Engineering, the College of Engineering, New
Mexico State University, and the constituencies that we serve.

Sincerely
Professor Thomas Jenkins, Department Head
Engineering Technology and Surveying Engineering
tjenkins@nmsu.edu
575-646-2236
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Appendix 3 Market Demand for Online Professional Master’s Degrees in Engineering

COE Forum

Market Demand for
Online Professional
Master’s Degrees in
Engineering

Custom Research Brief

eab.com
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LEGAL CAVEAT
The Advisory Board Company has made efforts to verify
the accuracy of the information it provides to members.
This report relies on data obtained from many sources,
however, and The Advisory Board Company cannot
guarantee the accuracy of the information provided or any
analysis based thereon. In addition, The Advisory Board
Company is not in the business of giving legal, medical,
accounting, or other professional advice, and its reports
should not be construed as professional advice. In
particular, members should not rely on any legal
commentary in this report as a basis for action, or assume
that any tactics described herein would be permitted by
applicable law or appropriate for a given member’s
situation. Members are advised to consult with appropriate
professionals concerning legal, medical, tax, or accounting
issues, before implementing any of these tactics. Neither
The Advisory Board Company nor its officers, directors,
trustees, employees and agents shall be liable for any
claims, liabilities, or expenses relating to (a) any errors or
omissions in this report, whether caused by The Advisory
Board Company or any of its employees or agents, or
sources or other third parties, (b) any recommendation or
graded ranking by The Advisory Board Company, or (c)
failure of member and its employees and agents to abide
by the terms set forth herein.

Kanyin Ojo
Research Associate
Allison Thomas
Senior Research Manager

The Advisory Board is a registered trademark of The
Advisory Board Company in the United States and other
countries. Members are not permitted to use this
trademark, or any other Advisory Board trademark,
product name, service name, trade name, and logo,
without the prior written consent of The Advisory Board
Company. All other trademarks, product names, service
names, trade names, and logos used within these pages
are the property of their respective holders. Use of other
company trademarks, product names, service names,
trade names and logos or images of the same does not
necessarily constitute (a) an endorsement by such
company of The Advisory Board Company and its
products and services, or (b) an endorsement of the
company or its products or services by The Advisory
Board Company. The Advisory Board Company is not
affiliated with any such company.
IMPORTANT: Please read the following.
The Advisory Board Company has prepared this report
for the exclusive use of its members. Each member
acknowledges and agrees that this report and the
information contained herein (collectively, the “Report”)
are confidential and proprietary to The Advisory Board
Company. By accepting delivery of this Report, each
member agrees to abide by the terms as stated herein,
including the following:
1. The Advisory Board Company owns all right, title and
interest in and to this Report. Except as stated herein,
no right, license, permission or interest of any kind in
this Report is intended to be given, transferred to or
acquired by a member. Each member is authorized
to use this Report only to the extent expressly
authorized herein.
2. Each member shall not sell, license, or republish this
Report. Each member shall not disseminate or permit
the use of, and shall take reasonable precautions to
prevent such dissemination or use of, this Report by
(a) any of its employees and agents (except as stated
below), or (b) any third party.
3. Each member may make this Report available solely to
those of its employees and agents who (a) are
registered for the workshop or membership program of
which this Report is a part, (b) require access to this
Report in order to learn from the information described
herein, and (c) agree not to disclose this Report to
other employees or agents or any third party. Each
member shall use, and shall ensure that its employees
and agents use, this Report for its internal use only.
Each member may make a limited number of copies,
solely as adequate for use by its employees and
agents in accordance with the terms herein.
4. Each member shall not remove from this Report any
confidential markings, copyright notices, and other
similar indicia herein.
5. Each member is responsible for any breach of its
obligations as stated herein by any of its employees
or agents.
6. If a member is unwilling to abide by any of the
foregoing obligations, then such member shall
promptly return this Report and all copies thereof to
The Advisory Board Company.
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1) Executive Overview
Key
Observations

Offer a range of specializations in top areas of employer interest, such as civil and
mechanical engineering, to satisfy industry demand. In addition to a standard
professional master’s degree in engineering, institutions offer a range of specializations in
response to industry demand for graduates with niche industry knowledge. Top specialization
areas at profiled programs include computer science, mechanical engineering, civil
engineering, and aerospace engineering.

Incorporate business curricula to prepare graduates for industry employment. In
addition to engineering skills, employers demand business competencies such as business
environment skills, project management and process skills, and business intelligence skills.
One institution offers a range of interdisciplinary business and engineering degree programs,
such as combined degree programs and business specializations, to ensure graduates meet
industry standards.

Initiate partnerships with regional technology, construction, energy, and engineering
corporations to recruit prospective students to engineering master’s programs.
Institutions note that local corporations with interest in graduates of professional master’s
engineering programs approach them to serve as education providers for their employees.
These employers often provide funding or reimburse tuition for employees enrolled in these
programs.

Fully online professional master’s programs in engineering enjoy higher enrollments
than hybrid programs. Over 90 percent of students enrolled in professional master’s
programs at contact institutions retain employment positions while enrolled in the program.
Fully online programs offer students flexibility to complete the program in accordance with
their work and family schedules. Most students enroll in programs par- time and complete
them in an average of three to five years.

© 2013 The Advisory Board Company
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2) Attributes of Peer and Competitor Programs
Curricular
Elements

Offer Specialization to Prepare Students for Practice in Niche Industry
Fields
In addition to a standard Professional Master’s Degree in Engineering, institutions also offer
specialization options that allow students to enroll in courses specific to their academic and
professional needs. Civil engineering, computer science, mechanical engineering, and
aerospace engineering prove popular among students.

Professional Master’s Degree Program Offerings at Profiled Institutions
Institution

North Carolina
State University

Purdue University

Program Offerings









Master of Engineering
M.S. Aerospace Engineering
M.S. Chemical Engineering
Master of Civil Engineering
M.S. Computer Networking
Master of Computer Science
M.S. Electrical Engineering
Master of Environmental
Engineering

 M.S. Interdisciplinary Engineering
 M.S. Interdisciplinary Engineering
– Engineering Management &
Leadership
– Biomedical Engineering
– Computation Engineering
– Integrated Vehicle Systems

University of
AlabamaBirmingham

University of
Colorado-Boulder

© 2013 The Advisory Board Company

 Master of Industrial Engineering
 Master of Integrated Manufacturing
Systems Engineering
 Master of Materials Science and
Engineering
 M.S. Mechanical Engineering
 Master of Nanoengineering
 Master of Nuclear Engineering
 M.S. Engineering and MBA
 M.S. Aeronautics and Astronautics
 M.S. Electrical and Computer
Engineering
 M.S. Mechanical Engineering
 M.S. Industrial Engineering
 M.S. Computer Science

 Master of Engineering
 Master of Engineering
– Construction Engineering Management
– Advanced Safety Engineering and Management
– Information Engineering and Management
 Master of Engineering
 Master of Engineering
– Aerospace Engineering Sciences
– Computer Science
– Electrical Engineering
– Engineering Management
– Telecommunications

5
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Systems and Software Engineering Specializations Satisfy Employer
Demand
Employers express the highest demand for systems engineers, software engineers,
mechanical engineers, electrical engineers, and process engineers at both the national level
and in the Southwest United States. The southwest region also expresses high demand for
firmware engineers and network engineers. Institutions in the southwest should offer degree
specializations in these technological areas to satisfy employer demand for these graduates.

Top Titles for Graduates with Professional Master’s in Engineering Degrees
Nationally January-August 2013
Systems Engineer

5,135

Software Engineer

3,996

Mechanical Engineer

2,984

Electrical Engineer

2,748

Process Engineer

2,133

Manufacturing Engineer

1,624

Engineering Manager

1,577

Senior Systems Engineer

1,470

Applications Engineer

1,349

Structural Engineering Project Manager

986
n = 132,613, with 0 unspecified
Source: Burning Glass Labor/Insight™

Top Titles for Graduates with Professional Master’s in Engineering Degrees
Southwest U.S. (Arizona, New Mexico, El Paso TX), January-August 2013
Systems Engineer

288

Software Engineer

168

Electrical Engineer

157

Mechanical Engineer

146

Firmware Engineer

126

Process Engineer

120

Engineering Manager

92

Network Engineer

59

Senior Systems Engineer

57

Senior Electrical Engineer

54
n = 6,640 with 0 unspecified
Source: Burning Glass Labor/Insight™
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Incorporate Business and Liberal Arts Courses to Provide Graduates
with Competitive Industry Advantage
Institutions establish professional master’s programs to fulfill student and industry demand for
the degree program. Most students possess a bachelor’s degree in an engineering field and
therefore already possess foundational engineering skills. In addition to more advanced
engineering skills, employers interested in graduates with professional master’s degrees in
engineering demand communication and coordination skills, and business environment skills.
The industry advisory board for Purdue University’s engineering department advised the
development of interdisciplinary engineering specializations such as Engineering
Management & Leadership, and a combined M.S. in Engineering and MBA program to satisfy
industry demand for these skills.

Top Baseline Skills Employers Demand from Graduates with Professional
Engineering Master’s Degrees
Nationally January-August 2013
Common Skills: Communication and Coordination

90,178
77,915

Common Skills: Business Environment Skills
Software and Programming Skills

76,943

Common Skills: Problem Solving

74,850

Engineering: General

59,152

Common Skills: Project and Process Flow Skills

57,414

Engineering: Electrical and Electronic

44,982

IT: Programming, Development, and Engineering
Engineering: Mechanical

37,193
22,278

Product Design and Development

16,715

Supply Chain and Logistics: General

16,213

Legal: General
Customer Service: Basic Assistance: Technical…

14,398
13,804

IT: Operating Systems

13,756

Business: Process and Planning

13,558

Engineering: Drafting

12,858

IT: Databases and Data Warehousing

12,775

IT: Network Administration and Security

12,612

Sciences: Physics

11,988

IT: Business Intelligence

11,963

IT: Web Design and Technologies

11,656

Sciences: Chemistry

11,431

Digital Media and Design: Tech Development and…

Business,
Communication, and
Coordination Skills

11,318

Marketing: General

11,106

Customer Service: Basic Assistance

10,996
n = 132,613, with 0 unspecified
Source: Burning Glass Labor/Insight™
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Program
Marketing

Leverage Corporate Partnerships to Attract Students to Program
Contacts report that over 90 percent of students enrolled in online professional master’s
programs at profiled institutions are currently employed in industry. As such, many employers
provide tuition or reimburse tuition for employees enrolled in online master’s programs in
professional engineering. North Carolina State University initiates partnerships with
corporations to provide educational services to their employees. Institutions should market
program offerings to top regional employers of graduates with master’s degrees in
engineering.

Top Employers of Graduates with Professional Engineering Master’s Degrees
Southwest U.S.(Arizona, New Mexico, El Paso TX), January-August 2013
Intel Corporation
Top Employers in
the Southwest U.S.
1.
2.

Intel Corporation
Sandia National
Laboratories
3. Sandia
Corporation
4. Seagate
Technology
5. Raytheon
6. The Boeing
Company
7. State of Colorado
8. Freescale
Semiconductor
9. FreeportMcMoRan
Copper & Gold
10. Lockheed Martin
Corporation

235

Sandia National Laboratories

144

Sandia Corporation

136

Seagate Technology

120

Raytheon

111

The Boeing Company

104

State Of Colorado

102

Freescale Semiconductor

82

Freeport-McMoRan Copper & Gold

71

Lockheed Martin Corporation

71

University of Arizona

66

Edgelink Llc

61

Ch2m Hill

61

Maxtor Corporation

46

Lsi Logic Corporation

46

General Dynamics

45

Xcel Energy, Inc.

43

National Renewable Energy Laboratory

39

General Electric Company

38

Honeywell

37

Microchip Technology Incorporated

37

Hewlett-Packard

36

URS Corporation

35

Qualcomm

35

Northrop Grumman

33
n = 6,640, with 0 unspecified
Source: Burning Glass Labor/Insight™
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Leverage Professional Organizations and Publications for
Program Recruitment and Marketing
Administrators at North Carolina State University advertise programmatic
offerings at conferences for professional engineering organizations such as
the Council for Industry and Education Collaboration (CIEC) and the
American Society for Engineering Education (ASEE).
Contacts also suggest advertisement in industry-specific publications such as
journals and magazines. To increase enrollment in its nuclear engineering
program, administrators at North Carolina State University advertised
program offerings in Nuclear Engineering International, a magazine for
nuclear engineering professionals. Administrators witnessed an increase in
applications to the program as a result.

Program
Delivery
Program Length

3-5 Years
Students complete
professional
master’s degree
programs in an
average of three to
five years.

Provide Fully Online Instruction to Accommodate Industry
Professionals
Industry professionals comprise a majority of the enrollment of professional master’s degree
programs in engineering. Most students have three or more years of industry experience prior
to enrolling in programs. Contacts note that hybrid programs experience lower enrollments
from industry professionals as industry professionals may be unable to attend programs due
to work and personal conflicts. Fully online programs experience high enrollment from
industry professionals as they offer increased flexibility to students. Administrators deliver
instruction asynchronously via lecture capture systems and require faculty to offer online
office hours to field student questions.
Most students enroll in programs on a part-time basis and complete programs in an average
of three to five years. Administrators suggest that new students enroll in one course per
semester. Once students learn to manage the course load, students may enroll in two
courses per semester.
North Carolina State University allows students up to six years to complete the degree
program but students must be concurrently enrolled every semester until graduation.

© 2013 The Advisory Board Company
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3) Employer Demand
Top Locations

The East and West Coasts Express Highest Demand for Professional
Master’s Degree Programs
Employers located in California, and the Northeast display the greatest demand for graduates
of professional engineering master’s degree programs. Top metropolitan statistical areas
(MSA) on the West Coast include San Jose, Los Angeles, and San Francisco. The
Washington, DC MSA expresses the highest demand on the East coast, followed by the New
York area.

Top Regions for Graduates with Professional Engineering Master’s Degrees
Nationally, January-August 2013
San Jose-Sunnyvale-Santa Clara, CA

8,224

Washington-Arlington-Alexandria, DC-VA-MD-WV

6,951

New York-New Jersey-Long Island, NY-NJ-PA

6,686

Los Angeles-Long Beach-Santa Ana, CA

6,632

Boston-Cambridge-Quincy, MA-NH

5,675

Houston-Sugar Land-Baytown, TX

5,303

San Francisco-Oakland-Fremont, CA

4,742

Detroit-Warren-Livonia, MI

3,925

Chicago-Joliet-Naperville, IL-IN-WI

3,877

San Diego-Carlsbad-San Marcos, CA

3,832

Seattle-Tacoma-Bellevue, WA

3,032

Dallas-Fort Worth-Arlington, TX

2,567

Philadelphia-Camden-Wilmington, PA-NJ-DE-MD

2,541

Atlanta-Sandy Springs-Marietta, GA

2,213

Baltimore-Towson, MD

2,180

Portland-Vancouver-Hillsboro, OR-WA

1,952

West Coast

Minneapolis-St. Paul-Bloomington, MN-WI

1,947

Phoenix-Mesa-Glendale, AZ

1,926

East Coast
Southwest

Denver-Aurora-Broomfield, CO

1,792

Austin-Round Rock-San Marcos, TX

1,781

Pittsburgh, PA

1,358

St. Louis, MO-IL

1,100

Miami-Fort Lauderdale-Pompano Beach, FL

1,059

Sacramento—Arden-Arcade—Roseville, CA

1,019

Huntsville, AL

1,004
n = 132,613, with 0 unspecified
Source: Burning Glass Labor/Insight™
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The Phoenix Area Boasts Highest Demand for Engineering Graduates in
the Southwest
The Phoenix-Mesa-Glendale Arizona area boasts 30 percent of employer demand for
graduates with professional engineering master’s degrees in the Southwest United States.
The Denver-Aurora-Broomfield area displays 26 percent of demand for these graduates. The
top six MSAs represent 96 percent of employer demand for these degree programs.
Administrators should focus on employers in these regions to identify prospective students for
its programs. Outside of these top MSAs, the wide dispersion of employer demand across the
Southwest reinforces the importance of fully online programming.

Top MSAs with Interest in Graduates with Professional Engineering Master’s
Degrees
Southwest U.S. (Arizona, New Mexico, El Paso TX), January-August 2013
Phoenix-Mesa-Glendale, AZ (Metropolitan
Statistical Area)

1,926

Denver-Aurora-Broomfield, CO (Metropolitan
Statistical Area)

1,792

Boulder, CO (Metropolitan Statistical Area)

856

Albuquerque, NM (Metropolitan Statistical Area)

529

Colorado Springs, CO (Metropolitan Statistical
Area)

434

Tucson, AZ (Metropolitan Statistical Area)

416

Fort Collins-Loveland, CO (Metropolitan Statistical
Area)

233

El Paso, TX (Metropolitan Statistical Area)

97

Greeley, CO (Metropolitan Statistical Area)

83

Las Cruces, NM (Metropolitan Statistical Area)

74

Pueblo, CO (Metropolitan Statistical Area)

68

Flagstaff, AZ (Metropolitan Statistical Area)

42

Farmington, NM (Metropolitan Statistical Area)

31

Prescott, AZ (Metropolitan Statistical Area)

21

Yuma, AZ (Metropolitan Statistical Area)

14

Santa Fe, NM (Metropolitan Statistical Area)

11

Grand Junction, CO (Metropolitan Statistical Area)

7

Lake Havasu City-Kingman, AZ (Metropolitan
Statistical Area)

6
n = 6,640, with 0 unspecified
Source: Burning Glass Labor/Insight™
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Top Employers
and Industries

Target Employers in the Professional Services Industry
Employers in the professional, scientific, and technical services industry display the highest
demand for graduates of professional master’s degree programs in engineering. The
educational services industries express the second highest demand for graduates of these
degree programs. Institutions should initiate partnerships with employers in these industries
to recruit students in these programs.

Top Industries for Graduates with Professional Engineering Master’s Degrees
Nationally, January-August 2013
Professional, Scientific, And Technical Services

22,475

Educational Services

10,282

Computer And Electronic Product Manufacturing

9,712

Transportation Equipment Manufacturing

7,912

Publishing Industries (except Internet)

3,563

Chemical Manufacturing

3,269

Merchant Wholesalers, Durable Goods

3,065

Administrative And Support Services
Executive, Legislative, And Other General
Government Support
Electrical Equipment, Appliance, And Component
Manufacturing

2,341
2,133
2,027

National Security And International Affairs

1,689

Utilities

1,660

Construction Of Buildings

1,651

Telecommunications

1,564

Insurance Carriers And Related Activities

1,403

Machinery Manufacturing

1,325

Hospitals

1,116

Miscellaneous Manufacturing

912

Ambulatory Health Care Services

812

Nonstore Retailers

761

Credit Intermediation And Related Activities

753

Oil And Gas Extraction

733

Real Estate

724

Specialty Trade Contractors

584

Management Of Companies And Enterprises

574
n = 132,613, with 0 unspecified
Source: Burning Glass Labor/Insight™
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Multinational Corporations Express High Demand for Professional
Engineering Master’s Degree Graduates
Top employers with interest in graduates with professional master’s degrees in engineering
include The Boeing Company, Qualcomm, Intel Corporation, General Electric Company, and
Lockheed Martin. Institutions should approach these corporations as their high degree of
profitability may incline them to fund tertiary education for their employees.

Top Employers of Graduates with Professional Engineering Master’s Degrees
Nationally, January-August 2013
The Boeing Company

2,069

Qualcomm

1,902

Intel Corporation

1,514

General Electric Company

1,492

Lockheed Martin Corporation

1,157

General Dynamics

840

Johnson & Johnson

680

AT&T

660

Northrop Grumman

638

amazon.com

631

Science Applications International Corporation

627

United Technologies Corporation

612

Mantech International Corp.

584

URS Corporation

578

Hewlett-Packard

555

Broadcom

480

Raytheon

469

Jacobs Engineering Group Incorporated

465

Ford Motor Company

458

Network Appliance Incorporated

429

BAE Systems

412

Medtronic

388

Cisco Systems Incorporated

386

3Coast

374

Siemens

361

Also Top Employers
in the Southwest

n = 132,613, with 0 unspecified
Source: Burning Glass Labor/Insight™
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Employment
Opportunities

Graduates Secure Employment in a Range of Engineering Positions
Employers nationwide seek graduates with professional master’s degrees in engineering to
serve as software developers, electrical engineers, mechanical engineers, civil engineers,
and computer systems analysts. Although 2011-2012 indicates a slight decrease in demand,
likely due to nationwide economic conditions, employer demand for these positions has
enjoyed a net increase since 2010.

Employer Demand Time for Top Five Occupations for Graduates with
Professional Master’s Degrees in Engineering
Nationally, January-December 2010, 2011, 2012
30000
Software Developer

Electrical Engineers

Mechanical Engieneers

Civil Engineers

Computer Systems Analyst
26,129

25000

23,389

20000
17,946

17,728

16,634
15000
12,640

14,998
14,640

11,707
11,087
10000
8,938

8,491

8,669
8,352

6,168
5000

0
2010

2011

2012
n = 132,613, with 0 unspecified
Source: Burning Glass Labor/Insight™
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4) Research Methodology
Project
Challenge

Leadership at a member institution approached the Forum with the following questions:
 What is the demand for graduates of professional master’s in engineering degree programs
in the southwest United States (i.e., New Mexico, Arizona, Colorado, and West Texas)?
 What is the national demand for graduates of these degree programs?
 What occupations most commonly demand graduates of these degree programs? Who are
the top employers of these graduates?
 Which engineering sub-disciplines (e.g., civil engineering, mechanical engineering) display
the largest demand for graduates of these degree programs?
 What are the attributes of online professional master’s in engineering degree programs?
 How do administrators align program curricula with market demand? How have program
directors modified curricula to adapt to changing market needs?
 What are the professional and demographic characteristics of applicants and admitted
students, with respect to age, gender, and educational attainment?
 What program strengths do marketing materials emphasize to students? Through what
outlets do program directors advertise programs?
 Do programs maintain industry partnerships? How do administrators capitalize on these
industry partnerships?

Project
Sources

The Forum consulted the following sources for this report:
 Advisory Board’s internal and online research libraries (eab.com)
 The Chronicle of Higher Education (http://chronicle.com)
 National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) (http://nces.ed.gov/)
 Contact institution Web sites

Research
Parameters

The Forum interviewed directors of professional engineering master’s programs at public
institutions.

A Guide to Institutions Profiled in this Brief

© 2013 The Advisory Board Company

Institution

Location

Approximate
Institutional Enrollment
(Undergraduate/Total)

Classification

North Carolina State
University

South

10,000/28,000

Research Universities
(very high research
activity)

Purdue University

Midwest

25,000/34,000

Research Universities
(very high research
activity)
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Burning Glass
Labor/Insight™

University of AlabamaBirmingham

South

41,000/32,000

Research Universities
(very high research
activity)

University of ColoradoBoulder

West

18,000/11,000

Research Universities
(very high research
activity)

Burning Glass – The Education Advisory Board’s Partner for Real-Time Labor Market
Data
Part of the data included in this report made possible through our partnership with Burning
Glass, a Boston-based firm specializing in use of web spidering technology and Artificial
Intelligence engines to mine more than 80 million online job postings for real-time employer
demand data. Under the partnership, the Education Advisory Board may use certain features
TM
of Burning Glass’s proprietary tool called Labor/Insight to answer common member
questions about employer demand for specific educational requirements, job titles, and
competencies over time and by geography. A fuller description of the tool is available at
http://www.burning-glass.com/products/labor.html.

Learn about Burning Glass and Labor/Insight

TM
TM

Many Education Advisory Board member institutions subscribe to the Labor/Insight tool, to
provide program directors and marketers desktop access to the tool’s full suite of features.
TM
Burning Glass is pleased to provide Labor/Insight to our members at a substantial discount.
For more information about the service, please contact Kelly Bailey, Business Development
Manager, kbailey@burning-glass.com or 732-800-2484.

Definition of Terms
The total number of “unspecified” job postings included in a data sample is indicated below all
charts and graphs in this report. Job postings are considered “unspecified” for a skill,
industry, employer, geography, certification, education requirement, or major when the job
posting did not advertise for one of these particular job characteristics and therefore should
be subtracted from the total number (n value) of job postings analyzed in the query. Capital
cities may be overrepresented in instances where job postings do not specify a location
within a state.

© 2013 The Advisory Board Company
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Networking Contacts
North Carolina State University
Linda Krute
Director, Distance Engineering Programs
(919)-515-5440
ldkrute@ncsu.edu
Purdue University
Dale Harris
Executive Director of Engineering Professional Education
(765)-494-0212
harris@purdue.edu
University of Alabama at Birmingham
Martha Bidez
Director, eLearning and Professional Studies
(205)-934-2643
mbidez@uab.edu
University of Colorado-Boulder
Lou Rutherford
Assistant Director, Program Development/Customized Training
(303)-735-6685
lou.vang@colorado.edu

© 2013 The Advisory Board Company
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19
Appendix 4 Library Resources

Appendix 4: NMSU Library Report
-prepared for the College of Engineering, Masters of Engineering Proposal
Library Materials
The library actively manages 1,829,158 scholarly resources. Of these materials, approximately 10.8%
comprise the Engineering collection; call numbers QC and T-TP and TS1-194. Engineering Librarian Paula
Johnson works with the College of Engineering departmental library liaisons to obtain monographs,
journals, and other non-book or media materials for ongoing collection development. The Library also
maintains a selection of industry codes and technical standards. Additionally, College of Engineering
students and faculty may request standards for use as needed. Such requests are generally filled within
24 hours.
The majority of the library’s resources are online, accessible via the library’s web page
http://lib.nmsu.edu/article.shtml. The library provides access to general academic databases and to
numerous databases geared specifically toward the research needs of Engineering students and faculty.
Resources may be accessed on campus or remotely by proxy server verification of user status. Users
may set up a VPN to bypass continual proxy re-verification.
Note: The NMSU Library’s continuing fiscal constraints present a challenge for providing resources to
support scholarly and professional work in STEM-H disciplines. Nationwide, academic research libraries
are struggling to offset annual inflation costs associated with the acquisition of library research
materials. NMSU Library has experienced sustained budget compression over the past decade, a trend
that shows no indication of slowing down or reversing. As a result, the library is falling further and
further behind in its ability to acquire research information, and is increasingly dependent upon other
research libraries and content providers to meet users’ needs. Every year the NMSU Library is reducing
the number of resources available to support academic programs. Since 2005, the library has had
extremely limited funding to establish basic, core collections for new programs that have been formally
approved.

Library Services
Information Delivery Services (IDS)
Request It! includes interlibrary loan, document delivery, and related delivery and pick-up services
http://lib.nmsu.edu/depts/accserv/ids.shtml. Students, faculty, and staff seeking access to information,
whether owned by the NMSU Library or other organization, may take advantage of Request It! services
by clicking on the link in the library’s catalog, databases, or from WorldCat. In most cases, Request It! is
available at no charge to the user. Turnaround times vary depending upon the time of the semester and
the availability of the item.
Per Association of College and Research Libraries (ACRL) standards that promote equitable access and
services for distance education users, the IDS staff will mail returnable materials via Request It! delivery
services http://lib.nmsu.edu/aboutlib/policies/policy019.shtml. Postage-paid return mailers are
provided at no charge to eligible users. Articles and other documents are delivered electronically to the
user’s account whenever possible.

Reference and Research Assistance
The library’s Reference and Research Services department staff and faculty are familiar with the
collection and resources, and are available to answer reference requests that come to the desk, by
telephone, email, or via chat during operating hours. Questions requiring more in-depth work or subject
knowledge are referred to the Engineering Librarian for a personal consultation.
Library Instruction
The Library’s instruction staff offers general orientation sessions to provide students with an overview of
available resources and the most effective ways of utilizing them. Library faculty members also offer
course-specific instruction per faculty request, and special topic workshops are also given throughout
the year (e.g., Finding and Accessing Technical Standards).
Course Reserves
Faculty may place physical materials on Reserve at Zuhl, with loan periods determined by the instructor.
Library staff may also assist faculty who wish to create persistent links to electronic library resources in
their learning management system (Canvas) course pages.
Equipment, Technology and Study Space
There are 68 computers in Zuhl, 42 in Branson, and wireless connectivity throughout both facilities.
Laptops and iPads are available for loan, as well as DVD players and other peripherals. Each building
offers networked printers, photocopiers, and no-cost scanning stations. Branson and Zuhl Libraries
provide comfortable and productive learning spaces, offering a mix of quiet areas for individual study
and group work areas that feature larger desktops, additional electrical outlets, and mobile tables,
chairs and whiteboards to facilitate collaboration.

Submitted by Paula Johnson
Engineering Librarian
November 3, 2015

